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TRANSFORMATIONS OF DOUBLE SEQUENCES WITH 
APPLICATION TO CESÂRO SUMMABILITY 

OF DOUBLE SERIES* 

BY C. R. ADAMS 

1. Introduction, Of the definitions of convergence commonly 
employed for double series, only that due to Pringsheim f per
mits a series to converge conditionally. Therefore, in spite of any 
disadvantages which it may possess, this definition is better 
adapted than others to the study of many problems in double 
sequences and series. 

Chief among the reasons why the theory of double sequences, 
under the Pringsheim definition of convergence, presents diffi
culties not encountered in the theory of simple sequences is the 
fact that a double sequence {xt3-} may converge without xi3' be
ing a bounded function of i and j . Thus it is not surprising that 
many authors in dealing with the convergence of double se
quences should have restricted themselves to the class of 
bounded sequences, or in dealing with the summability of dou
ble series, to the class of series for which the function whose 
limit is the sum of the series is a bounded function of i and j . 
Without such a restriction, peculiar things may sometimes hap
pen ; for example, a double power series may converge with par
tial sum Sij unbounded at a place exterior to its associated 
circles of convergence. 

Nevertheless there are problems in the theory of double se
quences and series where this restriction of boundedness as it 
has been applied is considerably more stringent than need be. 
I t is the purpose of the present paper to prove a general theorem 
concerning the regularity of transformations of double sequences 
when the original double sequence is not necessarily bounded, 
and to apply this theorem to the question of consistency of 
Cesàro summability of double series. The theorem immediately 
suggests numerous extensions and generalizations : extensions of 
results already known for certain classes of double sequences 

* Presented to the Society, September 8, 1931. 
t See Pringsheim, Encyklopâdie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, vol. 

I , A3, pp. 97-98. 
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and series to new and broader classes; generalizations of well 
known results concerning simple sequences to certain classes of 
double sequences. Some of these problems we hope to consider 
in a later paper. 

In recent years a considerable number of writers have given 
attention to the question of transformations of multiple se
quences or series and related topics; these include especially 
Bromwich and Hardy,* C. N. Moore, f Smail,J Kojima,§ Ever-
sull, || Robison,lf Merriman,** and Mears. f f So far as we are 
aware, the only ones to obtain results of regularity or con
sistency without imposing the condition of boundedness on the 
original sequence or series are Kojima and Miss Mears. 

I t should be emphasized that one may at once extend the fol
lowing work, without meeting additional difficulties, to multiple 
sequences or series of any order of multiplicity. 

2. Transformations of Double Sequences. Let {xmn} be a dou
ble sequence and ||amnfci||, (m, n, k, 1 = 1, 2, 3, • • •)> a four-dimen
sional matrix of numbers, real or complex, with ÛWH — 0, for 
k>m or l>n or both. Then the transformation 

m ,n 

ymn == / j &mnkl%kly 
/c=l,Z=l 

which we term a double A-transformation, defines a new double 

* Bromwich and Hardy, Some extensions to multiple series of Abel1 s theorem 
on the continuity of power series, Proceedings of the London Mathematical So
ciety, (2), vol. 2 (1904), pp. 161-189. 

t C. N. Moore, On convergence f actors in double series and the double Fourier1 s 
series, Transactions of this Society, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 73-104; On convergence 
factors in multiple series, ibid., vol. 29 (1927), pp. 227-238. 

% Smail, Summability of double series, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 21 
(1920), pp. 221-223. 

§ Kojima, On the theory of double sequences, Tôhoku Mathematical Journal, 
vol. 21 (1922), pp. 3-14. 

|| Eversull, On convergence factors in triple series and the triple Fourier1 s 
series, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 24 (1922-23), pp. 141-166. 

T Robison, Divergent double sequences and series, Transactions of this So
ciety, vol. 28 (1926), pp. 50-73. 

** Merriman, Concerning the summability of double series of a certain type, 
Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 28 (1927), pp. 515-533; A set of necessary and 
sufficient conditions f or the Cesar o summability of double series, ibid., (2), vol. 
29 (1928), pp. 343-354. 

t t Mears, Riesz summability f or double series, Transactions of this Society, 
vol. 30 (1928), pp. 686-709. 
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sequence {ymn}. If the transformation has the property that it car
ries over every convergent sequence {xmn} of a certain class into 
a sequence {ymn} convergent to the same limit, it is said to be a regu
lar transformation for this class of sequences. We are in
terested in determining sufficient conditions for regularity of a 
double A -transformation for sequences of a certain class.* 

It may be recalled that a simple A -transformation, or A-
transformation for simple sequences, is denned by means of a 
matrix 

an 0 0 0 • • • II 

#21 Ö22 0 0 ' * ' 

#31 #32 #33 0 * * * 

and that the Silverman-Toeplitz necessary and sufficient condi
tions for regularity of this transformation are 

lim amk = 0, (k = 1, 2, 3, • • • ), 

(1) 
m m 

lim X#mfc = 1, ^2 I amk | < K, (m = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) . 

A double A -transformation will be said to be the "product" of 
two simple ^.-transformations, A' and A'\ whenever we have 
amnki = aUkdni, (nt, n, k, I = 1, 2, 3, • • •); we shall then write 
A =A'OA". On account of the trend of development taken by 
the theory of summability of double series, we are particularly 
interested in double .4-transformations of this character. Con
cerning them we now establish the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Let A' and An be any two regular simple A-trans-
formations. Then the double A-transformation A1 QAn is regular 
for the class of double sequences of which each row is transformed 
by a", and each column by A'\ into a bounded sequence. 

PROOF. I t follows at once from the definition that every dou
ble A -transformation is distributive. Moreover, since At and A " 
are regular and the second of conditions (1) is consequently sat
isfied by each, it is seen that any constant sequence, {xmn} = {c}, 

* Conditions both necessary and sufficient for regularity of a double 
^-transformation for the class of bounded sequences have been found by 
Robison, loc, cit., p. 53. 

\amk\\ = 
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is transformed by the double A -transformation A'O A" into a 
sequence converging to c. Hence we may, without loss of gener
ality, confine ourselves to proving that if {xmri} converges to 
zero, \ymn\ also converges to zero; that is, that given any e>0 , 
there exist positive numbers M, N such that 

(2) 7 j Q"mnkl%kl 
fc=l,Z=l 

< * , 

for m>M, n>N. Let any e > 0 be assigned. A1 and A" being 
regular, a'mk and aux satisfy the conditions (1), where one K may 
serve for both transformations. And since {xmn} converges to 
zero, there exist positive integers p, q such that we have 

(3) Xmn\ < € / ( 4 J £ 2 ) , 

for tn>p,n>q. Let p, q be held fast ; henceforth we restrict our
selves to values of m>p and of n>q. The left member of (2) is 
then at most equal to 

(4) + &=;P+1,Z=3+1 + z 
&=p+l,Z=l 

+ 
in which the expression operated on by ]T) *s m e a c n c a s e 

We consider the four terms of (4) seriatim. 
Let D ( > 0) be at least equal to the largest of the quantities 

( * = 1, 2, . . . , # ; / = 1, 2, ••- ,<?) . %ki 

By (1) we have 

lim amnki = lim amk lim aw'z = 0. 

Hence there exist numbers Mi, Ni such that we have, for 
m>Mi, n>Nu 

| amnki | < e/(4pqD), (k = 1, 2, • • • , p; I = 1, 2, • • • , q); 

and the first term of (4) is at most equal to 

P,Q 

2 € | Xki | /(4#gZ>) ^ e/4 

for m>Mi, n>Ni. By (3) and (1) the second term of (4) is less 
than or equal to 
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fc—p+l.J—ff+l 
2 I a'mh I Z ) I <*"* I < €/4-

The third term of (4) is less than or equal to 

7 j Q"mnhl%kl 
k=p+l 

E l / ; I X^ ' 

I anl | ' 2~i a™ 
kOCkl 

1=1 k=p+l 

+ Sail 
q r~ I m 

Z = l L I k=*l 

Z = l L & = 1 J 

&#A;Z 

where Bi ( > 0 ) denotes a bound for the A '-transform of the Zth 
column of {xmn} . Let B be at least equal to the largest of the 
bounds Bu (I = 1, 2, • • • , q) ; then by (1) we infer the existence of 
numbers M2, N2 such that we have 

amh\ < B/(pD), 

ani I < */(SqB), 

(form > M2\ k = 1, 2, • • • , p)\ 

(loin > N2;l = 1, 2, • • • , g). 

Thus the third term of (4) is less than e/4 for m>M2, n>N2* 
Similarly there exist numbers Mz, Nz such that the fourth term 
of (4) is less than e/4 for m>Mz, n>Nz. 

Hence if ili" be taken as the largest of Mi, M2, Mz, and N as the 
largest of Ni, N2, Nz, the inequality (2) will be satisfied. This 
completes the proof. 

If we do not restrict ourselves to double ^-transformations 
which are the products of simple ^-transformations, the above 
proof can easily be modified to yield a second theorem, of which 
Theorem 1 is a particular case. For simplicity of statement let 
us first recall Robison's generalization of the Silverman-Toeplitz 
theorem.* 

Necessary and sufficient conditions that a double A-transforma
tion be regular for the class of bounded sequences are 

(for each k and I) ; 

and 

l im amnki = 0, 

* Robison, loc. cit., p. 53. 
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lim 

lim 
m, n-*oo 

lim 
m ,n—>oo 

m 

Z2 \ amnkl | = 0, 

n 

Z_, 1 amnkl 1 = 0, 

/ y 1 ömn^z 1 < K, ( * 

(/öf eac/* 0 ; 

(/öf eac/* &) ; 

=5 constant). 

We then have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. If a double A-transformation is regular for the class 
of bounded sequences, it is also regular for the class of sequences 
\xmn\ satisfying the following conditions: (a) each simple sequence 
\xmi\ {I fixed) is carried by the transformation 

m 

Kl - Hat»nki%kb (n fixed), 

into a sequence {u^ } whose elements are bounded by a constant 
Bni such that, for each I, lim Bni = 0; (b) each simple sequence, 

{Xkn} (k fixed) is carried by the transformation 
n 

vmh = J^amnkiXkij (m fixed), 
z=l 

into a sequence \vZk) whose elements are bounded by a constant 
Cmk such that, for each ky lim Cmk = 0. 

3. Application to Cesàro Summability of Double Series. Moore* 
has defined summability (C, r) of a double series 

oo ,oo 

(5) X) ua 
t = l , 2 = 1 

in the following natural manner. Let us employ the notation 
m,n , . m ,n , , . 

wmn — / J Uijf Omn — ? J A rn~ i-\-l ' An— j+1 <^ ijy 
i=*s\ , j=l i=l, j '=l 

(r) _ r(r + 0 A(T) — A (r) A (r) 

A i — - - —- ; A m n — A m • A n . 
T(r + l)r(0 * Moore, loc. cit., Transactions of this Society, 1913, p. 74. 
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Then if as m and n become infinite simultaneously but inde
pendently the limit of S^l/A^l exists, the series (5) is said to be 
summable (C, r). He gave a proof, valid for series of real terms 
only, of the following lemma. 

MOORE'S CONSISTENCY LEMMA. If the series (5) is summable 
(C, r), where r is zero or any positive integer, and if furthermore we 
have 

I (r) (r) I 
(6) I Smn/Amn \ < C, (w , » = 1, 2 , 3 , • • • ) , 

where C is a constant, then the series is summable (C, r + l) to the 
same sum and in addition we have 

, (r+l) (r+l) I 

| Smn /Amn I < C, (m9 n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ) . 

Moore expressed doubt as to whether the condition (6) were 
necessary. We now propose to show that it is not necessary by 
applying the results of §2, and to obtain theorems valid for 
series of complex as well as of real terms. To this end let us recall 
Moore's equations (26) and (27): 

(r+l) _ ^ (r) (r+l) _ ^ (r) 

i=l,j=l £=1,;'=1 

^ C ( r ) _ A o ( r + 1 ) A (r) _ A ( r + 1 ) 

à mn ^11^ m—1 ,n-~lf **. mn " t±\\/x m— 1 ,n— 1> 

where, in general, 

^l l^m— 1 ,n— 1 = = ^ m ,n ^m,n~ 1 ^ m— 1 ,n ~T~ v^w—l,n—1» 

We are interested in determining conditions under which, when 
the sequence 

/Qx ƒ e ( r ) / / i ( r ) l ( A c ( r + 1 ) / A ^ ( r + 1 ) l 
(,o; ( O m n / ^ m n ) — \&llO mn / H\\Amn j 

converges, the sequence 

\*) \ùmn I Amn ƒ 

will converge to the same limit. By means of the relations (7) it 
is easily shown that the sequence (8) is carried over into the se
quence (9) by the transformation whose general term, amnki in 
the notation of §1, is 
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_ JLkl _ Ah -Ai _ Jik Ai 
dmnkl — — — ' * 

V^ A (r) Y^ ( r ) VJ (r) A Cr+1) J ( r + 1 ) 

x J A ij / JA i / jA j A m An 

Each of these factors is the general term of the simple ^- t rans
formation by which the (C, r) -transform of a simple sequence is 
carried over into the (C, r + l)-transform of that sequence; this 
transformation is at once seen to be regular. Hence by Theorem 
1, taking into account the fact that S a is the sum of partial sums 
for i rows or j columns of (5), we obtain the following con
sistency theorem. 

THEOREM 3. If the series (5) is summable (C, r), where r is zero 
or any positive integer, and if each row and column of (5) is finite 
(C, f + 1 ) , then the series is summable (C, r + 1) to the same sum. 

In a similar manner we may establish the following more gen
eral consistency theorem. 

THEOREM 4. If the series (5) is summable (C, r), where r is 
zero or any positive integer, and if each row and column of (5) is 
finite (C, r+p) for any positive integer p, then the series is sum
mable (C, r+p) to the same sum. 

Since a simple series finite (C, r+p) is finite (C, r+p+p') for 
any positive integer p', it follows that under the conditions stated 
in this theorem, the series (5) is also summable (C, r+p+p') to 
the same sum. 

If in defining Cesàro summability of (5), Cesàro factors of 
different orders, say r and s, are associated with rows and col
umns,* we may by a similar discussion obtain the following re
sult. 

THEOREM 5. If the series (5) is summable (C, r, s), where each 
of the integers r, s is ^ 0 , and if each row of (5) is finite (C, s+q) 
and each column finite (C, r+p), where each of the integers p, q is 
^ 0 , then the series is summable (C, r+p, s + q). 

BROWN UNIVERSITY 

* See Merriman, !oc. cit., Annals of Mathematics, 1927, p. 525. 


